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Project Data 

Owner: National Real 
Estate Company oJJeddah. 

Starting: 1977 (construction 
contract awarded 1979), 

Completion: 1984. 
Architects & Engineers: 

Skidmore, Owings & 
Merrill (SOM) . Partners 
in charge: Gordon Bunshajt 
(design), Gordon 
Wildermuth 
(administration), Srini vasa 
Iyengar (structure), 
Parambir Gujral 
(mechanical). Associate 
partners: Michael Keselica 
Jr., (project manager), 
Thomas Killian 
(architectural design), 
Davis B. Allen (interiors). 

General Contractors: 
Samwhan Corporation, 
Korea. 

Built-up area: 57,414 square 
metres (618,000 squarefeet) 
- the triangular 27 storey 
tower and base. 15,422 
square metres (166,000 
square feet) - circular 
garage Jor 550 cars. 
Total Cost: unavailable. 

Text by 
Hasan-Uddin Khan. 
Photographs by 
Ezra StollerlEsto. 
Drawings courtesy oj the 
architects. 

National Commercial Bank,Jeddah 

T he skyscraper is now 
commonplace in Saudi 
Arabia: this building form 
which is a symbol of 
modernity has been 
embraced by developers, 

and major companies as being appropri
ate for their corporate image. The 
approaches to designing these landmarks 
are multifold, and to select one to illus
trate its relevance to Saudi Arabia and a 
thematic approach to design in a hot cli
mate, with an interpretation of internal 
space use is a difficult one. For once 
MIMAR selects a much publicised build
ing, SOM's National Commercial Bank 
in Jeddah, designed by Gordon Bunshaft 
(now retired), which stands out as a 
sculptural statement which is both 
powerful and elegant in the urban land
scape. 

The building stands 122 metres (400 
feet) tall, a triangular monolith in contrast 
to its surroundings a little like the mono
lith that appeared in Stanley Kubrick's 
film 2001 - with a similar effect; myste
rious, distant and distinct in the environ
ment. An inward-looking building in re
sponse mainly to climate and also 
perhaps to Arab culture. It is a conscious 
architectural statement which avoids the 
trap of trying to look traditionally Saudi 
or Islamic; yet one which creates its sense 
of place by its massing and abstraction. It 
is mysterious (a veil?) because it hints at 
its interiority and function by its large 
eight-storey high rectangular openings 
and glimpses of shaded atriums, office 
window walls and landscape courtyards. 
Its bare facade of Roman travertine is 
neither repelant or inviting and almost 
scaleless except that it is contextualised by 
the surrounding buildings above which it 
towers. It is a pillar (literally) of stability 
well atuned to its functions as a bank. In a 
strange way the building invites, dares 
perhaps, the passer-by to experience 
what could be marvellous spaces within. 

The project is large, consisting of a 
triangular building rising 27 floors above 
its base juxtaposed with a 6-storey circu
lar car parking garage on a 1.2 hectare (3 
acre) plaza. The tower encloses approx
imately 57,414 square metres (618,000 
square feet) and the garage another 
15,422 square metres (166,000 square 
feet), providing parking for over 500 cars. 

Besides the external statement the 
building makes in terms of its attitude to 
the outside, to which it turns its back, 
more importantly is the attitude revealed 
in section by the shielding of rooms from 
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Above: Location plan. The bank building occupies 
a prominent place in the urban landscape oJJeddah. 
Right: View oj the bank across the water at sunset. 
The triangular monolith tower is served by a lift 
shajt. To the right is the circular parking garage. 

direct sunlight. The heat gain of the inter
nal surfaces is kept to a minimum and hot 
air is allowed to escape through the three 
vast facade openings - two on the South 
facade and one on the Northeast. In an 
article in Specifing Engineer (October 
1984) the authors in discussing "Building 
Energy Efficiency in Different Climates" 
note that the 8 storey atriums provide a 
thermal buffer for all the glazing which, 
surprisingly, is 20% of vertical surface 
area. The energy consumption level is 
about 44,700 btu per square foot per year, 
and the design solution which reduces the 
external cooling loads makes this an ener
gy sensible design. 

The base of the triangular monolith 
tower contains a monumental banking 
hall entered under a trellised canopy. The 
banking hall is about 15 metres (50 feet) 
high with a triangular mezzanine. The 
floor has a triangular pattern of green and 
white marble, repeating the pattern of the 
coffered ceiling. . 

The office spaces each form a 'V' in 
three internal groupings creating a 
triangular well which extends vertically 
from the skylight ceiling of the ground 
floor through the height of the building 
to the tower's roof Each floor is approx
imately 1,672 square metres (18,000 
square feet) and looks out into one of the 
landscaped loggias or courts. 

The top floor consists of a full triangu
larexecutive floor with windows on all 
sides affording views in all directions. 
These recessed openings, when viewed 
externally, create a crenallation for the 
building which not only gives it a cap but 
is also reminiscent of traditional, Najdi 
architecture without copying it in any 
way. 





Above: Ground }loor plan showing the main bank
ing hall and the car park. 
Below: Mezzanine level plan showing the banking 
and staff area, lift and service block and the trellised 
canopy over the main entrance. 
Right: Executive }loor (27th }loor) is triangular 
and the only one in which the rifJices have a direct 
view on all sides. 
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Right, above: Section showing the three loggias 
created by the rotation if the three groups oj office 
}loors and the creation if the huge openings on the 
focade. The total iffect dramatic and exciting yet 
retains an elegance oj design. 
Far righ( above: The entrance with its trellised 
canopy and marble patterned }loor. 
Far right: First }loor commons and library: a Jeeling 
oj crispness and clarity oj design. 



The interior spaces and layouts are 
stylishly and well conceived by Davis 
Allen. The offices are planned in modules 
in which private offices are against the 
solid exterior walls and the open work 
stations are next to the glass walls over
looking the loggias. 

Once again, as with many major pro
jects in the Arabian peninsula the fur
nishings, fittings and equipment come 
from all over the world. The specially 
designed furniture was made in France, 
standard office furniture from the USA, 
custom-made carpeting from Hong 
Kong, Italian chairs and sofas, wood
work from Germany and steel from 
Japan. In all, the designers say, the fur
nishings incorporate more than 100 types 
of upholstered fabrics and more than 25 
types of woods and wood veneers. 

The building programme was started 
in 1977, the drawings completed and the 
construction contract awarded in August 
1979. There was a year's delay when, due 
to site acquisition problems, the site area 
was reduced forcing the redesign of the 
tower location after the foundation 
works had commenced. 

Given a large budget, international ex
pertise and a desire to go for the best, it is 
interesting to see the resulting design. 
Though hardly replicable in developing 
countries, the attitudes, brought to bear 
upon the poetic design and comfort of 
those who use the building, provide a 
possible direction for tall buildings and 
megaprojects with an energy and cultural 
conscious approach to monumental and 
prestigious buildings. 
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Far left: View into the 
banking hallftom the 
mezzanine. 
Left: Typical officefloor with 
the V-shaped work-station 
layout. 
Left, below: An executive 
office exquisitely furnished. 
Left, bottom: The executive 
floor board-room with its 
richly appointed furniture and 
fittings. 
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